USS Seleya - Stardate 9911.14

Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  Seleya crew has managed to separate from the alien vessel, but has unfortunately separated into the wrong dimension

The ship Seleya is still in "our" dimension, manned by the crew of the alien vessel; Seleya crew finds itself surrounded by enemy vessels

The alien vessel is still navigable, but badly damaged.... the spiders have broken off attack

The spiders want their prey alive, to feed their broods. Communications have been established between the Seleya crew and the spiders.

The praying-mantis insectoids, led by Gu_Bleen, are working to get Seleya back to the point of intersection, to try and switch things back to where they should be


Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission "Intersection">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission "Intersection">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Furnael says:
@::on bridge at tactical::

OPS_Jean says:
:: at CONN ::

MO_Keshir says:
::sitting cross-legged on one of the alien beds in Sickbay, examining a conical object intently::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::scanning science sensors as best he can, trying to pick up a trace of his ship in his own dimension::

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : status report

AOPS_Ref says:
::at OPS::

EO_Lira says:
:: trying to fix the warp drives::

CO_Pang says:
@::on the bridge of Seleya .... surrounded by shadowy figures::

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: Ensign Lira is trying to get propulsion up and running.

CTO_Furnael says:
@::Working to get the defensive systems back on line::

TO_Esjam says:
TO2: How are our defensive systems?

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Yes, Ensign?

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : and...?

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: Sir, the nearest sun is 2 light years away.

OPS_Jean says:
TO :  Make it so...

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: status report

CO_Pang says:
@::tries to talk to one of the shadowy figures .... it ignores her::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::feverishly working on the defensive systems::

TO_Esjam says:
AOPS: Can you focus the main deflector to emit a subspace pulse?

TO2_Lou says:
TO: Right about done.. Here we go  ::hits the button for shields:: anything?

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  Should I have Guo_Blah take over for Tactical sir?

CEO_Zaidi says:
OPS: So, if we aligned the ships and got the metaphasic shielding working, we might be able to re-create the rift and get back to the Seleya.

AOPS_Ref says:
TO: hold on...

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: it seems to be an exo-skeletal stimulator, I think I can modify it into an osteogenic stimulator......permission to try?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : few systems back online Sir, working on restoring propulsion and defensive systems

Guo_Blah says:
@:: walks to the tactical console ::

EO_Lira says:
:: bangs the metalwork out of frustration and a light comes on::

TO_Esjam says:
::Checks panel:: TO2: Limited shields. Good work

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Keep at it

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Granted!  We need everything we can get.

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : that is a great idea... work with the TO on that idea...

XO_Bolitho says:
*EO*: status of their equivalent of warp engines?

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : Only if he can figure it out

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: yes sir  ::is happy to be doing something useful::

TO2_Lou says:
TO: Still working on it!!! Thanks Sir!

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : I will try to get systems back online

EO_Lira says:
*XO* another 10 minutes sir

CEO_Zaidi says:
::nods to OPS::

Guo_Blah says:
@:: studying the console ::

XO_Bolitho says:
*EO*: You have 5!

CO_Pang says:
@::sees the CTO through a deepening mist:: CTO: Good to see you Lt .... ::there is no response::

AOPS_Ref says:
::attempts to focus:: TO: got it!! it is focussed!

MO_Keshir says:
::opens stimulator, and begins to dissect it::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, A large proportion of the crew is injured... I will try to restore key systems from source

CMO_Viper says:
MO: How is the Cargo Bay going?

TO_Esjam says:
OPS: Sir we can emit the pulse any time

Gu_Bleen says:
@::walks over to Guo_Blah:  Guo_Blah:  Do you think you can manage that with this odd technology?

EO_Lira says:
Self: thought I might! ::saying to herself with a smile::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : XO is in charge Ensign...

CEO_Zaidi says:
::walks up to TO:: TO: Ensign, we need to get the metaphasic shielding working.

CO_Pang says:
@::walks across to where the CTO is working ....::

XO_Bolitho says:
::nods at Cmdr. Jean:: OPS: do it

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: I was just down there a second ago, Dr. Grey has it under control, but we can do very little with no equipment......

T`Klic says:
@Computer : How long before we arrive back at the point we were ?

OPS_Jean says:
CTO : You have full OPS Command codes...

T`Klic says:
@<Computer > 2 minutes

OPS_Jean says:
XO Aye aye sir

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: do you want me to try and reach the nearest sun-it is two light years away.

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: any sign of the Captain?

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: Aye aye sir I'll get Ensign Louis on it

EO_Lira says:
:: another light flashes on::

CO_Pang says:
@::taps the CTO on the shoulder - her hand passes through it::

OPS_Jean says:
:: leaving bridge ::

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Stand by

CTO_Furnael says:
@::Feels a coldness on his shoulder::

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Looks like we will know soon enough

TO2_Lou says:
::notices CEO:: CEO: I'm on it....Just not very easy to read this console.

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: aye

CMO_Viper says:
MO: That's good.  We may have to move these patients down there.  The power keeps fluctuating and Engineering can't keep the power up.

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO2: I'll help you. ::takes station next to TO2:: 

CO_Pang says:
@::stamps foot and tries to touch one of the alien people also on the bridge .... her hand passes through an insect shoulder::

MO_Keshir says:
::lays all the pieces out in front of her on the bed::  Herself: right...lets see now.....

Gu_Bleen says:
@::crosses his antennae after T'Klic's statement::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Efforts to restore warp on alien vessel are unsuccessful

OPS_Jean says:
:: Entering power generation chamber ::

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: yes Chief

AOPS_Ref says:
::keeps an eye on the positions of the enemy vessels::

Guo_Blah says:
@T'Klic: I think I figured their tactical console out. This button should raise the defensive shielding :: presses a button ::

CO_Pang says:
@walks over to the Ready Room .... the door opens for her .....:: Self: At least something is working for me!

T`Klic says:
@::notices the ghostly form of Pang ::: Gu_Bleen we must be getting close

CTO_Furnael says:
::feels definite presence on the bridge:: ~~~Tries to empathically to scan for anything unusual~~~

XO_Bolitho says:
OPS: open a channel to the lead ship of that fleet out there!

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: Thanks...I need all the help to figure out why the 2 relays won't connect to the power source which looks right here ::pointing to console reading::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have impulse

Gu_Bleen says:
@::moves down to Flight Ops and takes the seat::

MO_Keshir says:
::begins reorganising  the bits::

TO_Esjam says:
::Checks deployment of security personnel on alien ship. Makes sure they are deployed to repel boarders::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Nods at AOPS::

CMO_Viper says:
::goes to his office and turns on computer, and begins to input patients' data::

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: status of weapons and shields?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Working on power source ::

CO_Pang says:
@::taps a few keys on the console ..... the console becomes active .... but there is something wrong ::

T`Klic says:
%<Spider queen > ::in her web Considering :: COM : Bolitho : We are awaiting your surrender

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Sir, do you want us to send out the subspace pulse?

CTO_Furnael says:
@Head Bug: I am able to restore partial shields and weapons

Guo_Blah says:
@T'Klic: I understand their consoles.

MO_Keshir says:
::looks around for a screwdriver....::

OPS_Jean says:
:: optimising power distribution grid ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Moore, who was conducting negotiations, is hit by a beam which suddenly falls...

CEO_Zaidi says:
::looks at reading:: TO2: Well, this ship seems to have quite a few backup relays... ::taps a few controls:: So we can try rerouting power through them.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::looks at T'Klic then to where he is looking::  T'Klic:  This is seeming ALL too familiar sir.  ::turns back to the console::

CO_Pang says:
@Computer: Ship's position please!

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Confer with Commander Jean I think I'm going to have my hands full here in bug paradise

MO_Keshir says:
::sees no screwdrivers:: Herself: of course not, this is Sickbay after all

T`Klic says:
@Guo_Blah : Good

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: understood!
Self: I think

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  See if the tactical sensors can pick up anything more.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at last known co-ordinates of contact with the alien vessel

CO_Pang says:
@<Computer>:: Seleya is in the  ..... in the ..... ::computer voice halts::

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : That is a good thing , I hope

OPS_Jean says:
:: trying to work something out - I just don't understand the controls ::

CO_Pang says:
@::bangs fist on table .... her fist passes through it::

Guo_Blah says:
@:: engages a sensor sweep of the area ::

EO_Lira says:
::another spark flies -  tries again::

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: I see, but did you notice the fluctuations over here...and if you do go to back up... this one blows ::pointing to relay 2::

XO_Bolitho says:
::takes over from CNS in the negotiation stages::

OPS_Jean says:
:: working on communications systems - trying to maintain key components online ::

CO_Pang says:
@::studies the display on the activated console ..... ::Self: That cannot be right ....

MO_Keshir says:
::finishes her new osteogenic stimulator...and shouts at CMO in his office::  CMO: sir, I’m finished, heading down to Cargo Bay now...if that’s OK?

Guo_Blah says:
@Gu_Bleen: Nothing...that is worth our attention.

XO_Bolitho says:
Comm.: Spider Queen: My name is Commander Bolitho of the Federation Starship Seleya, how can I help you?

CEO_Zaidi says:
::studies readout:: TO2: Hmm... but if we reroute relay 2 through the secondary power grid, it can be fed power from the primary generator. ::inputs commands::

OPS_Jean says:
*XO* : Communications systems are back online Sir

CO_Pang says:
@::her fingers tap the console input but it does not react::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Go ahead.  I've got hours of work.

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  The sensors are still showing negative.  Come to think of it, the sensors went blank when we first entered the Nebula.

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen : I still think that since we had thrown our engines in reverse we should do the same with this ship

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: will I send Dr. Grey up to help?

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  But how do we know when is the correct time?  ::thinks for a moment::  I guess when we can touch those creatures again?  ::looks to the CTO::  Sorry, no offence.

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: Let's try and see if it gets the metaphasic shields working with that! Nothing like pushing a few extra keys ...right?

CMO_Viper says:
MO: No you need him down there.

CTO_Furnael says:
@Head Bug: I have restored partial shields and weapons

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: Work your idea about a subspace pulse through Cmdr. Jean and the CEO

OPS_Jean says:
:: in a tunnel walking toward temporary sickbay ::

Guo_Blah says:
@:: mans the OPS station ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::grins:: TO2: Right.

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Aye sir

AOPS_Ref says:
::just sits there::

CO_Pang says:
@::realises there is more to this than she had anticipated ..... then - startled - sees another figure in the Ready Room .... unclear who::

MO_Keshir says:
::nods:: CMO: thankyou sir, call if you need me ::exits Sickbay with her Osteogenic Stimulator'::

T`Klic says:
@CTO: Good: What you think -  should we move in the direction we both had been travelling in to catch our old ship ?

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: Shall I press or will you?

TO2_Lou says:
::crosses fingers::

CMO_Viper says:
::power fluctuates again in Sickbay::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : :: entering Sickbay - bleeding ::

CO_Pang says:
@::puts her hands to her face .....::Self: But that is impossible .... are you dreaming Kay Lee?

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO2: I'll let you do the honours, Ensign.

CTO_Furnael says:
@T’Klic: I believe that would be the wisest course of action, they are probably attempting that on your ship right now

Guo_Blah says:
@:: constantly scanning the area ::

MO_Keshir says:
::enters TL and presses first blue button::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Hears Cmdr. Jean’s comms and re-sends his previous message to the Spider Queen::

Spider says:
@::sets a course for the alien ship::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc... 

T`Klic says:
@CTO: Can you help us set course ?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The spider ships move closer to the alien vessel.... It appears they are positioning for a boarding...

TO2_Lou says:
::here goes nothing:: ::presses the key padd::

CO_Pang says:
@Self:  You are hallucinating!

TO_Esjam says:
*TO2*: Prepare to repel boarders

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Prepare to get us out of here!

CO_Pang says:
@::shadowy figure:: Captain?

CO_Pang says:
@::the shadowy figure does not respond ... but walks over to the replicator and dials up her favourite beverage ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::watches readout:: TO2: Darn... didn't work.

CTO_Furnael says:
@T’Klic: Yes slaving Conn to my board now ::slaves conn and sets appropriate course and speed::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: ready!

CMO_Viper says:
::hears someone and exits office::  OPS: Oh, come over here and sit down.

TO_Esjam says:
*Security teams*: Prepare to repel boarders

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  Anyway, you might be able to set up communications with our Universe?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Fainting - have lost a lot of blood - cranial fracture ::

Spider says:
@::uses thrusters to line the ship up with the docking bay::

Host Cheryl says:
@ACTION:  Pang is seeing ghost-like figures aboard the Seleya, a Trill wearing Captain's pips

MO_Keshir says:
::reaches Cargo Bay::  Dr. Grey: how’s it going down here... I come bearing gifts!

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: status of weapons and shields?

TO2_Lou says:
TO: ::prepares phaser:: Yes Sir!

TO_Esjam says:
*CEO*: Sir I have a suggestion

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc.. I don't feel good at all....

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: Bolitho: what is your answer ?

Guo_Blah says:
@Gu_Bleen: Perhaps..but how?

CMO_Viper says:
::grabs Lt.Cmdr. Jean and moves him over to biobed 1::  OPS: Lay down.

OPS_Jean says:
:: multiple contusions - dizziness ::

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Partial shields sir. Weapons off-line. Security detachments deployed to repel boarders

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: I don't know, what was your question?

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO: Go ahead.

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen>  COM: Bolitho : We demand your surrender

CMO_Viper says:
::grabs tricorder and begins scan::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc... don't see anything...

CO_Pang says:
@::the figure gets clearer ..... it certainly looks like Kitana::

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: A subspace pulse might allow Seleya to find us

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  I don't know, I was hoping you would have an idea.  ::frowns as well as a Praying Mantis can::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc.. are you there... talk to me....

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: arm everyone who can stand with a weapon and find out if this vessel has escape pods and a self destruction device!

MO_Keshir says:
<Dr. Grey>: good, the situation isn't good down here

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Just relax!

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  Do you have any thoughts on this?

Host Cheryl says:
@ACTION:  On the bridge of Seleya, more ghostlike figures appear, in Federation uniforms, but not crew familiar to Furnael

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc... I'm sleepy... I think I will just take a nap...

XO_Bolitho says:
Comm.: Spider Queen: But you don't even know anything about us?

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: On what?

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Aye aye sir. ::Looks at terminals for details of life pods::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: You've got massive cranial damage!

CO_Pang says:
@shadowy figure:: Captain .... Kitana? ..... am I dreaming?

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Keep your eyes open!

CEO_Zaidi says:
::crosses arms:: TO: Agreed... but it would have to be on a very narrow spectrum of the subspace frequency band.

T`Klic says:
@<Savek> ::at Science ::

Spider says:
%::docks with the alien vessel::

CO_Pang says:
@::reaches to her own collar .... she has lost a couple of pips here!::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc.... ..... :: Breathing slowly ::

Host Cheryl says:
@ACTION:  The shadowy figure starts, as though she heard a voice

CMO_Viper says:
*SEK*: Get to Sick Bay.  Now!

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: Agreed

CTO_Furnael says:
@T’Klic: Coming back to the correct co-ordinates

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: What your interpretation of those readings?

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO: And the exact frequency would be hard to find.

MO_Keshir says:
::feels CMO is worried:: *CMO*: everything OK up there?

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  Anyway, we can set up a communication link with my own universe?  To contact your friends?   ::notices those strange beings coming back::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Stay awake!

AOPS_Ref says:
XO:I have an idea...I think. There is a sun 2 light years away. If we can get in orbit around it and pull off at a certain speed the ship might be sent back in time-just like Captain Kirk did. Then the ship will have travelled back to the time when the enemies weren't here, giving us a chance to get back to the Seleya??

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: Bolitho: That is for the Vets to figure out

CO_Pang says:
@Captain Brinn: Captain Brinn .... is it you?

CEO_Zaidi says:
::turns to TO2 and points to console:: TO2: It looks like the secondary power conduits couldn't transfer power to the shield generators.  We need to route power through the tertiary grid from here. ::points::

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: Lt. Cmdr. Jean has massive cranial damage!

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: What about aligning the pulse to our quantum signature. That would resonate with our reality

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : zzzz... what... where am I.....

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: the vets? ::raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Viper says:
OPS: Follow my finger.

CMO_Viper says:
::moves finger back and forth::

MO_Keshir says:
*CMO*: I’ll bring up the Osteopathic Stimulator', it should help  ::runs to Cargo Bay door::

CTO_Furnael says:
@T’Klic: we can try ::hits comm badge:: Comm Furnael to Seleya crew 

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Nice idea, but we don't have warp engines on line yet!

CO_Brinn says:
@ACTION:  The figure turns, and sees Pang

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc... I don't see anything.... are the lights on ?

CO_Pang says:
@::feels totally at sea .... Captain Brinn was killed by the infamous Morosea D'a years ago::

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  We have docked with the vessel, Highness

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO: Good idea.  That might be a little difficult with these controls, though...

XO_Bolitho says:
*EO*: Where are my warp engines?

CMO_Viper says:
*Sek*: Never mind.  Check the decks.

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO*: Are you and the MO armed? We are expecting boarders

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: Bolitho : You looks like you might be tasty

CO_Pang says:
@::salutes:: CO Brinn: Captain .....

MO_Keshir says:
::reaches TL:: herself: deja vu!

CO_Brinn says:
@Pang:  I hadn't seen you enter... ::frowns, as Pang's figure wavers::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : zzzzzzzz.......

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> Spiders : Start Boarding

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: ok...just throwing ideas.

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: I'm not, and I doubt Ensign Keshir is either.

MO_Keshir says:
::pushes the correct button::

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: What about using a tricorder as a more friendly interface

EO_Lira says:
*XO*: I’m doing my best sir but as soon as I get one part working the other goes off line

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO: Have we reached the proper co-ordinates yet?

CO_Pang says:
@Brinn:  Captain .... this is another time .... my apologies - but this is now my Ready Room

CMO_Viper says:
::shakes Cmdr. Jean::

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: ::hears the suggestion from the TO::  Hmmm. we could set the warp field frequency to 3 and maybe be able to compensate the subspace to return.

MO_Keshir says:
::reaches Sickbay::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Boarding attempts are unsuccessful, because the shields are up

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Sir we have intruders

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: yes we are at the exact co-ordinates

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  Gladly, highness  ::orders the hundreds of troops on board to start boarding the alien vessel::

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: Actually we’re revolting to eat, we let off a poisonous cloud when our outer shell is pierced hence the reason why we wear these clothes!

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: shall I take evasive manoeuvres?

CO_Pang says:
@Brinn: But it is so good to see you again

Guo_Blah says:
@Gu_Bleen: My calculations confirm it as well.

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: is the Commander OK?

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: Bolitho: That won't bother us

CO_Pang says:
@::realises that if Brinn is the Captain ... she is well out of order!::

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO: Maybe... but I doubt your tricorder could send a pulse of that intensity. ::snaps fingers:: Unless you interfaced it with the primary power grid.  That shouldn't be too difficult.

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Evasive manoeuvres, keep them away from us Mr .Ref!

CO_Brinn says:
@Pang:  What is happening here?  You're fading in and out here...

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: NO. Stabilise him.  I've got to find some weapons.

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO*: I'm sending a team to sick bay. Can you get all of your people into one place?

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: How sure are you of that?

AOPS_Ref says:
::almost falls out of chair as he takes an evasive manoeuvre!::

XO_Bolitho says:
*EO*: Do the best you can!

TO2_Lou says:
::working on the relays redistribution::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::turns back to TO2:: TO2: Maybe.  But first, let's work on the metaphasic shields.

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah/CTO:  Then I guess we had best hold position and wait for the proper moment to try and reverse what we have done.  ::taps pincer on console::

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen>  COM: Bolitho : we don't breathe as you do

CO_Pang says:
@Brinn: You too .... we are in the du Raith nebula ... and in intersecting dimensions I believe .....

EO_Lira says:
*XO*: Aye Sir

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: yes sir ::rushes over to Jean::  OPS: Sir, you have to stay awake!

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: Cargo Bay 3 is where most of the people are.  Send your team there!

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO2: Have you re-routed power through the tertiary grid yet?

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: I'm on it Chief.

CO_Brinn says:
@ACTION:  Pang hears a chirp, as someone requests entry to Brinn's quarters

OPS_Jean says:
MO : zzzzz......

AOPS_Ref says:
::more evasive patterns are tried::

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: I agree ::Hopes the mantis thing doesn't scratch the board::

MO_Keshir says:
::powers up osteopathic stimulator'::

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: True, but the gas would be able to penetrate your permeable membrane, you see we have had dealing with creatures like you!

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO*: Will do.

CMO_Viper says:
Sickbay patients: Move yourselves down to Cargo Bay 3 now!

CO_Pang says:
@Enter! ::looks apologetically at Brinn: Brinn: Sorry Ma'am ...

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: Bolitho : interesting

TO_Esjam says:
*Security*: Deploy teams to Cargo Bay three

CO_Brinn says:
@ACTION:  CMO Praxton enters Brinn's Ready Room ....

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: Plot a course for where we appeared in this dimension, full impulse

CMO_Viper says:
*Dr. Grey*: Be prepared for large groups in the Cargo Bay.

CTO_Furnael says:
@~~~Senses the Captain’s partial presence nearby~~~

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  You all look the same to me ::motions to the Starfleet Officers around::  Are these your crew members?

CO_Pang says:
@::sees Dr. Praxton ....another dead friend::

CO_Pang says:
@::sits down heavily at the table::

AOPS_Ref says:
::plots course and engages:: XO: Aye sir!

MO_Keshir says:
::shouts:: OPS: sir...WAKE UP!

TO_Esjam says:
*EO*: Are you carrying weapons down there?

CO_Pang says:
@::feeling faint::

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: I'm getting a positive reading but now we need to try again.. Chief, your turn to do the honours! ::looking at him with an uncertain smile:: 

OPS_Jean says:
MO : what.. what is it... where am I...

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: NO I would best describe these as ghosts or apparitions

EO_Lira says:
*TO*: just got given one

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: Yes I'm sure it is ::grins:: Now why were you attacking the creatures that were aboard this vessel?

CEO_Zaidi says:
TO2: Very well. ::taps controls slowly::

CO_Brinn says:
@::Brinn gestures to Pang::  Praxton:  Pang isn't feeling well, it seems..... it's lucky you are here

MO_Keshir says:
Herself: phew....  OPS: stay with me sir

OPS_Jean says:
MO : :: bleeding heavily ::

CMO_Viper says:
::grabs comms badge from chest and attaches it to only tricorder he has.  Hits a few buttons and charges comms badge::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::looks disappointed::  CTO:  Are you telling me this isn't your dimension!?

TO_Esjam says:
*EO* Good. Stay sharp. We are expecting boarders

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen>  COM: they are escaped food animals, the mere fact they had never been caught yet  is of no consequence

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The metaphasic shields are working

CMO_Viper says:
MO: He needs stimulation.

CEO_Zaidi says:
::looks at readout:: TO2: We did it!  Excellent work, Ensign.

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: Not yet but I sense that we are getting closer

CO_Pang says:
@Brinn: My apologies Captain .... Dr. Praxton ... this is a different reality .... my Seleya is a different timeline I think

EO_Lira says:
*TO*: just what I needed down here

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  We have linked with some other dimension?

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc.. where am I.... I don't see anything...

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: we have to get that nasty fracture under control firs...this will hurt a bit...  ::begins to use osteopathic stimulator::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Stand back.  ::takes comms badge and puts it on Cmdr. Jeans chest::

TO2_Lou says:
CEO: Could not have done it without you Sir!

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: Report of the status of shields we may need to fend them off for a while

Gu_Bleen says:
@::sighs a heavy hiss noise at the CTO's statement::

TO_Esjam says:
*EO*: it's all in a day’s work ::laughs::

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: It would appear as if we have connected with my dimension but at a different time period then we were at

CMO_Viper says:
MO: His heart is speeding up again.

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO/OPS: We have metaphasic shields up and running.  When we intersect with the Seleya, we should be able to open up another rift and get back home.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The alien vessel arrives at point of intersection, the spider vessels following...

XO_Bolitho says:
COM: Spider Queen: so you’re planning to or basically trying to replace us with them?

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: that’s normal....your sight will return soon

CO_Pang says:
@Brinn/Praxton:  Seleya entered a nebula .... and seemed to be part of a war .... you both left Seleya one way or another years ago in my reality

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Minimal shields. We are ready to repel any boarders. I do not know how long we could hold them

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : zzzzzz.....

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Good work liaise with AOPS who is trying to drive this ship!

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have arrived at the set co-ordinates sir!

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Not quite what I was expecting but good effects.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Alien vessel arrives at point of intersection

T`Klic says:
@<Savek> *Captain* I have a report on this odd phenomena we are experiencing ..sending to your RR console

TO2_Lou says:
::looks at CEO and crosses fingers again:: CEO: Hope the relays hold on this time.

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: Do it now!

AOPS_Ref says:
CEO: what am I needed to do?

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc... just give me a shot.. I have to get back to work....

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  Tell me, do you think we should wait here or try another area of space?

CEO_Zaidi says:
::sets shields to full power::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Get him on the COM badge again like I did.  I've got to find weapons.

CO_Pang says:
@::looks down at her uniform ....:: Brinn/Praxton: But in my time ... you must think I am mad ... I am Captain of Seleya .... but this is not confirmed by my uniform ... I am at a loss

TO_Esjam says:
::Despite the imminent danger, feels exhilarated:: Self: Get a grip

CO_Brinn says:
@::looks at Pang::  Pang:  Join the doctor; she'll lead you to Sickbay

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: Metaphasic shields are at full power and holding, sir.

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> COM: There is a massive prize to one who brings new tastes to the web ....so yes

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have arrived at the set co-ordinates sir!

MO_Keshir says:
::roots around in her limited med kit, finds nothing::

CMO_Viper says:
::passes tricorder and badge to Ens. Keshir::

CO_Brinn says:
@::thinks that perhaps stress is taking its toll on Pang::

TO2_Lou says:
All: Hold on this will be shaky!!

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: we’re here, fire it up!

CO_Pang says:
@::gets up shakily and walks towards the door with CMO Praxton::

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  What are your thoughts about this recent development?

AOPS_Ref says:
::holds on::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : Doc.... where are you... talk to me....

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: I just did, sir.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Seleya (both of them) and the alien vessel are once again superimposed

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: yes sir  ::takes Comm badge and Phaser from CMO::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to cupboards and looks inside seeing a whole bunch of stuff that looks useless::

CO_Pang says:
@::thinks .... I wonder if I ever married Zef in this timeline::

AOPS_Ref says:
::almost falls over::

Gu_Bleen says:
@::notices some more Starfleet Officers merge into this universe::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::starts to see hazy after images of the actual crew:: Gu_Bleen: we are getting close now

CEO_Zaidi says:
::looks at console:: XO: Graviton emissions are stable.

T`Klic says:
@::looks at the now present Seleya crew(s) ::

CO_Pang says:
@::things fading in and out::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The spiders are still visible, but wavery to the Seleya crew

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  Highness - there is something I do not understand

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: your skull is OK for the moment, and the bleeding is under control.....just be careful

Guo_Blah says:
@::drools on the already scratched console:: Gu_Bleen: I just want to go home.

XO_Bolitho says:
::moves across to where the CEO is standing and watches the result on the console::

OPS_Jean says:
CMO : zzzz......

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen>  Spider: Yes ?

AOPS_Ref says:
::scans the area::

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  I am reading 2 ships, although they are one.  It is puzzling

CEO_Zaidi says:
::sees the Seleya superimposed upon the alien bridge:: XO: It's working, sir!

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  I think we are almost there according to what that says.  ::motions to the CTO::   Again, I'm sorry, no offence.

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: We have no weapons so we are going to seal this area off if we really need to.

CTO_Furnael says:
@Gu_Bleen: None taken

MO_Keshir says:
::begins to do reflexology on OPS, stimulating his adrenal gland::  this should work

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> ::looks at readings :: Spider look again it is 3 ???

Guo_Blah says:
@Gu_Bleen: but that thing could be wrong.

CO_Pang says:
@::walks along with Maggie Praxton, who is looking a little concerned, towards sickbay ... no sign of insects on the way::

XO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles very relieved:: CEO: So it appears

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO* Confirmed. Has the security team arrived yet?

AOPS_Ref says:
CEO: is warp online yet?

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  ::whispers::  I agree.  They don't look very intelligent do they?

Spider says:
%::looks back at his console in total shock:: Spider Queen:  I cannot explain it, Highness.  I recommend retreat

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: I'm not in the CB, Dr. Grey is.

Gu_Bleen says:
@::tries to touch one of the nearest figures::

CO_Pang says:
@Praxton: Doctor .... this is not my ship .... although I believe it could have been ....

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen> Spider : Agreed , but take and save all the readings you can

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: Commander....can you hear me?

OPS_Jean says:
MO : Thank you for your care... 

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: any sign of the Captain?

CMO_Viper says:
::power fades again in Sick Bay::

OPS_Jean says:
MO : I will return to duty...

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  Yes, Highness - I have them now

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Gu_Bleen’s fingers pass through whatever he touches

CTO_Furnael says:
@::Starts to see more solid images of the crew I'm used to::

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: I'll try to phase our communications device with the comm badges on the Seleya.

AOPS_Ref says:
::feels like something soft has touched him, but then discards the thought::

TO_Esjam says:
TO2: Get to the CMO's position and take a spare phaser for him

CO_Pang says:
@<Praxton>: Pang: I'll check you out .... don't worry Kay Lee

OPS_Jean says:
MO : keep up the good work...

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: if your vision becomes at all impaired...get back here on the double OK?

CTO_Furnael says:
@::sees the mantis things start to get hazy::

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO*: I have someone on the way to you

XO_Bolitho says:
CEO: That’s fine

TO2_Lou says:
TO: On my way Sir.

Gu_Bleen says:
@CTO:  See if you can talk to any of them.

CO_Pang says:
@Praxton: Umm .... is Zefram Peters aboard?

T`Klic says:
@:::watches things get rather odd once more::

OPS_Jean says:
MO : Aye aye ma’am

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: Great.  We'll be here.

Guo_Blah says:
@Gu_Bleen: What is going on?

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  I have a course set in for our homeworld.  Shall I engage?

AOPS_Ref says:
CEO: is warp online yet?

OPS_Jean says:
:: leaving Sickbay ::

MO_Keshir says:
::smiles ... likes bossing around a Lt.Cmdr.::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::takes tricorder and tries to ascertain phase variance with Seleya::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::Taps comm badge:: *Furnael to any Seleya crew, respond*

CMO_Viper says:
MO: OK, we have an empty Sick Bay.

CEO_Zaidi says:
AOPS: Ask Ensign Lira.

MO_Keshir says:
OPS: good luck sir

T`Klic says:
%<Spider Queen>  Spider: at maximum warp , we need to know what this means

CO_Brinn says:
@<Praxton>  ::looks at Pang:: Of course he is; Seleya's engineering department would be lost without him.  He's down there, playing with the engines, I believe..

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah:  We may be another step closer to getting home.  I'm concerned about being thrown back into the middle of that battle.

AOPS_Ref says:
::looks around the bridge with a worried look on his face::

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: any sign of the Captain?

AOPS_Ref says:
EO: is warp online yet?

MO_Keshir says:
::breathes a sigh of relief::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::gets phase variance and inputs subspace frequency into communicator::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Furnael's comm attempt works

Gu_Bleen says:
@Guo_Blah: ::whispers:: At least I still have that download of the Seleya's computers.

EO_Lira says:
*AOPS*: getting there I’m a little closer

OPS_Jean says:
:: Working on sensor systems ::

TO_Esjam says:
XO: No sir but I have a signal from Mr Furnael

T`Klic says:
@::overhears :: Gu_Bleen good

Spider says:
%Spider Queen:  Yes, Highness.  ::engages warp drive::

OPS_Jean says:
*XO* : Sir, I'm working on sensors... standing by for orders...

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Someone is coming with a phaser, so we should be OK.

CO_Pang says:
@::walks into Seleya sickbay ... and is ushered to a biobed by Nurse Sek::

CEO_Zaidi says:
XO: Sir, I think we can try communicating with the Seleya now.

CTO_Furnael says:
Comm: Seleya crew: Keep doing whatever you are doing it is working!!

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: what now?

TO_Esjam says:
XO: Sir he says our present efforts are working and we should continue

AOPS_Ref says:
EO: let me know when they are online!

TO2_Lou says:
::still on the bridge...trying to figure what TL to use::

CO_Pang says:
@::Praxton injects a sedative :: <Praxton> Pang: Rest now .... I don't like the level of neurone activity

EO_Lira says:
*AOPS* will do

XO_Bolitho says:
TO: stay in contact with him ::taps comm badge. *OPS* are we definitely back on our ship ?

T`Klic says:
@GU: But notice : our ship , such as it is, is getting more and more real , get readings as soon as you can

OPS_Jean says:
:: minimal sensors back online - working on propulsion systems ::

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  I just can't make any heads or tails of the information yet.  We need to get it home to our scientists for study.

CMO_Viper says:
MO: I don't know.  Maybe you should get down to the Cargo Bay and help Dr. Grey

TO2_Lou says:
TO: I can't tell which TL to get on?

TO_Esjam says:
*CTO*: Understood. We should be back with you soon

CTO_Furnael says:
::sees the Seleya crew becoming more and more solid::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  As time passes, the intersection fades

CO_Pang says:
@Praxton: Doctor .... please .... tell Zefram I am here ....

XO_Bolitho says:
::hears the TO and nods at the CEO: CEO: keep at it Lt.

TO_Esjam says:
TO2: Best guess then

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: one of us should stay here, and continue modifying this equipment

CO_Pang says:
@<Praxton>::raises eyebrows::

T`Klic says:
@GU: Report, where are the spiders ?

AOPS_Ref says:
Self: I could never understand all these dimensions...

CTO_Furnael says:
::sees the crew solidify:: All: Welcome back to the real world

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  Do you still think we should throw our engines into reverse once we are linked together again?  Will it work like before?

CMO_Viper says:
*CNS*:  How are things going?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya crew suddenly sees all the other vessels disappear, and are alone

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: Let's take a right this time

XO_Bolitho says:
*CO*: Bolitho to Pang

TO2_Lou says:
::hmmm ini mini mo:: ::jumps in one:: TL: Sick Bay!

TO_Esjam says:
CTO: Good to see you sir

AOPS_Ref says:
Self: what the...

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Good to see all of you too

CO_Pang says:
@<Praxton>Pang: Of course .... but I did not know you knew him that well .... I will certainly inform him

OPS_Jean says:
:: Working on the power grid ::

CMO_Viper says:
*CNS*: Counsellor?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Level 4 diagnostics on propulsion systems ::

MO_Keshir says:
::begins to feel dizzy:: CMO: am I seeing things again?

TO2_Lou says:
::feels the TL working fine::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::has a headache::

CMO_Viper says:
::senses that something may be right with Lt. Moore::

TO_Esjam says:
CTO: We will need to stand the security teams down sir

EO_Lira says:
::stares in amazement and says to herself  ‘just as I got that darn thing working’:

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Sir I suggest we get out of this nebula as soon as possible

Gu_Bleen says:
@::taps console::  T'Klic:  I can't get a reading.  Perhaps we will have to wait till we can talk to the others and ask them?

CO_Pang says:
@::realises she had best go with the flow - but makes resolve to do her own research as soon as she is certified fit for duty::

AOPS_Ref says:
EO: how long is now?

CMO_Viper says:
MO: No you’re not.  But have you seen the Counsellor around?

OPS_Jean says:
*XO* : Sir, we are now warp 2 capable... 

XO_Bolitho says:
AOPS: plot a course out of the nebula, 1/2 impulse ::smiles at the CTO’s recommendation::

T`Klic says:
@GU: What of the spiders ?

CEO_Zaidi says:
::looks around:: Self: Hey... we're back.

MO_Keshir says:
::shakes drowsiness off::  CMO: no sir, sorry

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: aye sir..::plots course and engages::

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  No readings of them anywhere sir.

CMO_Viper says:
::grabs tricorder and begins scan.  Picks up Lt. Moore’s signature::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::stands slowly and takes the ENG station::

T`Klic says:
@Gu_Bleen: let’s head home , best speed

TO2_Lou says:
::gets to Sick Bay and enters:: CMO: Here you go Doctor ::hands the CMO a phaser::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: on our way sir.

EO_Lira says:
::sighs and starts work on the antimatter::

MO_Keshir says:
CMO: he might be unconscious

CMO_Viper says:
TO2: thank you

CTO_Furnael says:
XO; Did the captain come back with you?

XO_Bolitho says:
Computer: please advise the location of Captain Pang?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Working on the warp core and ship's integrity shield ::

Host Cheryl says:
<Computer>  Captain Pang's whereabouts are unknown

CMO_Viper says:
::passes phaser to Ens. Keshir.  MO: You keep working and I'm going to go find him.

Gu_Bleen says:
@T'Klic:  Aye sir.  ::enters co-ordinates and initiates 3/4 impulse power::

XO_Bolitho says:
CTO: I want armed security teams searching every square centimetre of this ship looking for the Captain!

TO_Esjam says:
*CMO*: Sir the Counsellor is incapacitated. I'm bringing him down to sickbay

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Aye sir

MO_Keshir says:
::takes phaser:: CMO: I’ll hold the fort

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Never mind.

AOPS_Ref says:
self: just when it all started to seem like it was all sorted...

CTO_Furnael says:
*Security* Full security sweep, find the Captain!!

XO_Bolitho says:
*CMO: You holding up down there?

MO_Keshir says:
::hands phaser back to CMO::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning hull integrity - taking care of structural damages ::

CMO_Viper says:
*TO*: Right.  Where was he?

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission "Intersections">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Seleya Mission "Intersections">>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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